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A Pamphlet from Don Stuart, Preserve Our Nation, LLC

Pamphlet #44 – 12/3/2016

—————————————————————————————————————
Pass this pamphlet to your children.

They need to know the truth about what our generation is leaving them.
Give your adult children a chance to choose their own future.

—————————————————————————————————————

Part 2: Economic and Debt Reduction Message

The above charts show the future paths of the National Debt and the Interest Payments

on that Debt. Note the dates when the Debt will be paid off under the different paths.

Note the high points of the graphs for Trump’s 4% GDP growth path forward: Maximum

Debt is $40.5 Trillion in 2042 and Maximum Debt Interest is $2.95 Trillion in 2042. This

is assuming that Trump can achieve 4% growth for 8 years and it continues for the next

25 years.

Continue reading to review my assumptions for this analysis and see additional charts.
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Our Only Goal: Children are Our Most Important Product.

hildren are our only lasting product we will produce. All other products are only

immediate needs. We are only here in this world for a fleeting moment; some

say a “Flicker”. Our Children and their Children are our lasting vision for the

future of the world.

Point 1: The American Dream is to build a better future for our children.

The American Dream is not about us, it is about our children and their future. I live and

work for God, Family and Country. Our children are the reason our Nation exists.

What is crushing the American Dream and the future for our children? Its GDP growth

and the existing and continuing National Debt!

The Debt

The election is over, so let’s take a review and look at the future of our children. No one

wants to talk about the Debt!

ebt is a very real issue for our children. Not only is paying the Debt principle a

problem but the growing interest payments will swallow the future economy. We

don’t want to waste their money on paying off the Debt and interest.

While shouldering this Debt load, will our children and their children and their children

be able to pursuit the American Dream?

We are saddling our children and their children and their children with repaying the

principle and paying the interest on the debt that we have accumulated. The interest

payment on the Debt takes money away from businesses wanting to expand, hiring

more workers and providing investment for research and new technologies. Higher

interest payments on the Debt yields lower GDP growth. With increasing interest rates,

the debt payments would easily exceed the amount we spend on the Military Spending

in the Budget.

Our debt is off the scale and the most important goal is to get us on a path of paying off

the $19 Trillion plus debt and fast growing debt. (Note: approximately $15 Trillion of the

Debt is Public and the rest, $4.5 Trillion is Treasury Debt. Interest is paid only on Public

Debt.)

C

D
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As I said the election is over and Trump won. This analysis is a review of the Debt

based on the assumptions from the campaign and the future. But let’s look at what our

choice was and what the future under Trump and Republicans will look like.

I’ll start looking at the following propositions. What would the Debt look like in these

future projections?

Charts Description

1
The Obama Legacy of 1.5% GDP Growth.
The Hillary Proposition of 1.25% (Tax Foundation) GDP Growth.
The Trump Proposition of 2.32% (Tax Foundation) GDP Growth.

2
The Hillary Proposition of 2% GDP Growth.
The Trump Proposition of 3.5% GDP Growth.

3

The Hillary Proposition of 2% GDP Growth.
The Trump Proposition of 4% GDP Growth.
The Trump Proposition of 8/4% GDP Growth.
The FairTax Proposition of 8/4% GDP Growth.

2017 - 2026 CBO Projections

he current CBO projects is that for the next ten years without any

changes via Hillary or Trump, the economy will grow less than 2%,

spending will increase more than 3% per year, mostly due to

mandatory spending. Under this scenario, the 2026 Public Deficit will

exceed $1 Trillion and the Debt will be 86% of GDP and the

accumulated Public Debt will be $18 Trillion, up from $14 Trillion in FY

2015.

Under this scenario, the FY 2026 interest on the public Debt will rise

above $400 Billion (approximately 2% of GDP) with annually increases

forever. The current low Federal Funds Rate hides the fact of the higher

Debt Interest payments are looming in the future.

Static Analysis Assumptions

My projections of the future GDP (Gross Domestic Product), Tax Revenues,

Government Spending and interest rates (Federal Funds Rates) are static assumptions,

that is, I have assumed that for the next ten years calculations have been spread out

evenly over the period. This is not a modeling program that would include many areas

of the economy, the elasticity of revenue, spending, investment, etc.… This analysis

T
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also assumes that Debt Interest payments will COMPETE within the budget for

Discretionary and Mandatory spending.

These assumptions are only to illustrate how the Debt will grow, when the Debt will be

paid off and what will be the annual Interest payments on the Debt. In all tables, I

concentrate on the data for FY 2026, ten years down the road. The CBO projections

above also use the same ten year period.

Federal Fund Rate Assumptions

It is expected that the Interest Rates will rise over the next 10 years based on the

Federal Reserve’s (FED) policy. I am assuming that the FED will raise basis points

such as to raise the rate 0.5% per year for several years until interest rates reach

approximately 6%. My analysis assumes this will happen over the next 10 years.

Spending Assumptions

As projected by the CBO, I am projecting that basic spending will increase by 3% per

year to cover mandatory spending. I reduce the spending increasing to 2% beginning in

2036 in the assumption that the Baby Boomers will have died and Social Security and

Medicare increases will fall.

In Hillary’s analysis, I am assuming per her campaign and Tax Foundation that she will

spend an additional $350 Billion per year over the next ten years. These were not

broken down for analysis but revealed as a total spending which I divided evenly over

ten years.

In Trump’s analysis, I am assuming the following spending categories:

1. Military Spending: The military spending has historical been approximately 6% of

GDP but is currently only 3% of GDP. I am assuming that Trump will raise this

back up to 6% of GDP over the next ten years.

2. Infrastructure Spending: Instead of a one stimulus spending package I have

spread the spending our over the next five (5) year and eight (8) year increments.

There has been talk of a $1 Trillion Infrastructure spending stimulus but I

consider that this will be broken into two separate parts: This provides a total of

Infrastructure spending of $610 Billion plus $452 Billion via the tax credits. That’s

a total of $1,062 Billion over eight years.

a. Direct Infrastructure spending by Government:

i. $305 Billion ($61 Billion per year for five (5) years). This has been

approved.

ii. $305 Billion ($38 Billion per year for (8) years). Congress is working

on increasing the total for both to $610 Billion.
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b. Indirect Infrastructure spending via Private industry of $16 Billion ($2

Billion per year Tax Credits for eight (8) years). This will generate $452

Billion of infrastructure projects.

3. Southern Border Wall: I have projected it will cost $25 Billion to build the wall

and another $25 Billion per year for maintenance for the Wall. I have allocated

$25 Billion per year for ten (10) years.

4. Child Care: I have allocated $10 Billion per year for ten (10) years to cover

additional Child Care.

5. School Choice: I have allocated $10 Billion per year for ten (10) years to provide

school choice for children in low performing schools.

Revenue Assumptions

Currently the revenue of the Obama Administration is 17.5% of GDP and I use this for

the Obama revenue projections while the GDP is projected to increase 1.5% per year.

The Tax foundation provided a single GDP growth over the next ten years for both the

Hillary and Trump Presidencies. I divided their GDP growths so as to split into ten

evenly growth period: Hillary’s GDP growth is 1.25% per year and Trump’s GDP growth

is 2.32% per year.

For the Revenue calculations, I used data from their campaign for both Hillary and

Trump: Hillary at 18.05% of GDP and Trump at 14.88% of GDP. In addition, I included

in 2018 one-time income generated by $2 Trillion of outsourced money returned and

another $2 Trillion for underground money. This yields a 15.56% of GDP for FY 2018.

For the FairTax calculations, I used the same $2 Trillion above for outsourced money

and underground money but slit it over 4 years of $1 Trillion per year.

The following charts illustrate the comparison of the propositions listed above.
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The following charts illustrate the above data.

Tax Foundation Analysis
(0.5% Federal Funds Rate Growth)

(Obama: 1.5% GDP Growth, Current and future Growth with no additional spending)

(Hillary: 1.25% GDP Growth with proposed spending)

(Trump: 2.32% GDP Growth with proposed spending)

Campaign Data Analysis
(0.5% Federal Funds Rate Growth)

(Hillary: 2.0% GDP Growth with proposed spending)

(Trump: 3.5% GDP Growth with proposed spending)

FairTax Analysis
(0.5% Federal Funds Rate Growth)

(Hillary: 2.0% GDP Growth with proposed spending)

(Trump: 4.0% GDP Growth with proposed spending)

(Trump: 8.0/4.0% GDP Growth with proposed spending)

(FairTax: 8.0/4.0% GDP Growth with Trump’s proposed spending)
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Proposition

Consider the following questions!

o the question is for Millennials (Generation Y – less than 36 year old) and the new

following Generation Z (less than 22 years old):

“Which program is best for your future: Income Tax or FairTax?”

“Which is best for your children and grandchildren: Income Tax or

FairTax?”

“Do you really want to pass this debt along to them?”

For the Millennials, in the next ten years will your career advance? For Generation Z, is

there a job out there for you now or in the next ten years? Will your wages increase?

Will your children be better off than you? Will you be better off than your parents?

In the 1960’s, Kennedy accomplished 5% annual economic growth for nine years by

reducing taxes and maintaining a strong dollar. In the 1980’s, Reagan accomplished

the same, reducing taxes and maintaining a strong dollar, to create over 4% annual

economic growth for almost 20 years.

The next president must not only accomplish at least a 4% annual economic growth, but

accomplish more in order to eliminate the Debt for our future generations.

FairTax Implementation

Believe that the President along with Congress can implement the FairTax and

replace the Income Tax by just passing laws. In that laws do not exist for

implementing the Income tax then it can be easily removed by setting all the bracket

rates to zero.

Congress could also reduce the corporate tax rate to zero while the States vote to

repeal the 16th Amendment. Congress should propose an Amendment to repeal the

16th Amendment that would then be put before the individual States for approval.

S

I
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More on the FairTax

How does this match up with changes to reducing taxes?

1. Income Tax Eliminated!

2. Corporate Tax Eliminated!

3. Death Tax Eliminated!

4. Investment Tax Eliminated!

In simple terms, Consumption is taxed and Investments are not taxed. For our nation to

grow and prosper, private investment is the driving force. By not taxing investments,

this is an incentive for the public to save and invest more.

Wages are tied to corporate tax rates: higher rates yield lower wages; lower rates yield

higher wages. Eliminating corporate taxes will remove this correlation then wages will

be based on productivity.

We get no tax revenues on imported products. At least states get sales tax revenue.

We receive no taxes from foreign employees producing the products. We get no tax

benefit from imports except for a little from companies that sale and deliver the

products.

That’s will change under the FairTax!

The following is a list of additional benefits of FairTax:

1. 98% of IRS goes away. (Only enough left to manage the States collecting the
consumption tax. No more audits.) Did you know that there are 1.2 IRS agents
for every page of the Tax Code: 89,500 IRS employees and 74,608 pages of Tax
Code?

2. No one files taxes.
3. Tax deductions go away. (All lobbyists seeking tax favors from Washington go

away.)
4. Earnings overseas will return home tax free. (Thus bringing an estimated $2

Trillion of Investments back home.)
5. Imports Taxed. Foreign Products sold in US will pay Consumption sales tax.

(This is better that imposing tariffs. Even those products from Mexico will have to
pay the tax when the products are sold.)

6. Exports not taxed. Products sold outside U.S. do not pay tax. Makes us more
competitive. (Government does receive revenue when employees cash their
paychecks and spend the money.)
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7. Medical Expenses Not Taxable.
8. Prescription Drugs Not Taxable.
9. Childcare Not Taxable.
10.College Tuition is Tax Free.
11.College books and materials are tax free.
12.Non-prepared food is tax free. Prepared foods in restaurants are taxed.
13.Buying a pre-Owned home is tax free. New home purchased are taxed.
14.Buying a pre-Owned car is tax free. New cars are taxed.
15.The underground economy (those who do not report cash income such as in

drug transactions) will now pay taxes as they spend their unreported cash.
16.Business Investment deductions unnecessary.
17.Business Interest deductions unnecessary.
18.With no business taxes, then business investment will increase. This along will

stimulate business growth and create about 5% additional economic growth
(GDP). (Getting closer to that 8% growth)

19.Since individuals can now determine when and how much they want to pay in
taxes, saving will increase. Public savings is the public sector means of
Investment.

All this for taxes collected as Consumption Tax of approximately 23%.

Repeating the questions from above!

1. For the Millennial, in the next ten years will your career advance?

2. For Generation Z, is there a job out there for you now or in the next ten years?

3. Will your wages increase?

4. Will your children be better off than you?

5. Will you be better off than your parents?

Contribute to our Cause at:

http://preserveournation.org/contribute.htm

http://preserveournation.org/contribute.htm

